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Hi, I'm Abi! I can't wait to take you through this guide,
and let you in on all the juiciest secrets you wont hear
from the majority of other coaches. In this guide you'll
learn why carousels are one of the best ways to grow in
2022 (despite everyone freaking out about reels) AND
how you can create the perfect carousel to help your
account blow up! So.... what are we waiting for? Let's
go!

WELCOME



"NO LONGER A PHOTO
SHARING APP"
Instagram is no longer just a photo-sharing
app, the infamous words of Instagram head
Adam Mosseri, that are still ringing in almost
every content creator's ears since he first
spoke them.

And it's true! Instagram today, is nothing like
the Instagram of yesterday, and if you want
to grow and thrive on the app in 2023, you
may find yourself needing to make some
changes to your strategy!

However, the hype and supposed 'necessity'
of reels as your main content form, as you
may have seen some social media coaches
peach about - might really not be all it's
cracked up to be.

But if you can look a little deeper, and get
past the mournful woes of 'photo is dead' and
'no one likes carousels anymore' - you will
actually begin to see that carousels are in
fact, one of the best ways to grow on
Instagram in 2022 - and I've got the proof!



What to expect

FROM THIS GUIDE
In this guide I'l be teaching you the actual science (kind of) behind
exactly why Instagram carousels are propelling so many users to

insane amounts of reach and new heights - despite the world going
supposedly crazy over reels. Once you hear why this is, I promise your

mind will be changed!
 

But not only am I going to tell you the why, OI'm also going to teach
you the how. After reading this guide - you'll never have to worry

about what type of content to create - or how to create content that
converts, ever again! Ready? Alright let's get into it!



On Instagram, there are only two types of content: micro content, and
macro content. In order to successfully grow and thrive on Instagram,
we need to be producing both. Below let's look at why they are, and

why we need both!

Why do we need

CAROUSELS?

MICRO-CONTENT: is short, entertaining and easy to
consume. It shouldn't take a user more than a few seconds to
consume this type of content. Micro-content includes:
quotes, graphs, infographic, and reels

micro-content

micro content vs. macro content

MACRO-CONTENT: is longer form content, that builds and
strengthens connections, and keeps your existing audience
coming back for more. This includes posts such as: valuable
carousels, IG Lives, blog-like captions, and IGTVs.

macro-content

micro-content macro-content
Great for attracting new
audiences
Ranks well in hashtags & explore
Fun & entertaining
Quick to consume

great for nurturing existing
audience
great for building trust &
relationships
Great for selling
Education & Instructive



We Need
Macro Content

As you can see from the
previous slide, micro content
(such as reels) and macro
content (such as carousels)
serve very different purposes!
If we create only micro
content, we may attract new
eyes - but it will be harder to
keep them on our page or as
followers for a long time. If
we only have macro content -
our existing followers will be
engaged and loyal, but it may
not be great for attracting
new people to out page. That
is of course, with the
exception of carousels, which
- despite being macro content
- also happen to be big
attractors - to the same scale
as micro content!

But that's not the only reason Carousels are an inside leveller for
growth - there's also a pretty mathematical reason behind why,
especially NOW - carousels are one of the easiest (if not THE
easiest) ways to grow your page! I'll explain to you exactly how on
the next page!



The exact same reason that carousels are perhaps the best way to
grow right new, is the exact same reason I would have told you to
create reels as soon as they came out. You ready? Okay let's go!

There goes a simple, and very well known concept - known as 
 'Supply/Demand'. This concept applies to many things in life, and
is particularly used in reference to retail, sales, marketing, and the
economy. It refers to the amount of 'supply' of a product there is
(i.e. the amount of people creating a product), and the amount of
'demand' for that product there is (i.e. the amount of people willing
to purchase or consume that product).

When you apply this concept to the type of content currently being
created and consumed on Instagram, you can gather a pretty
interesting insight into why carousels are doing so well.

In short, there are two important things you need to take into
account when creating content on Instagram:

SUPPLY/DEMAND

WHAT
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ARE
CREATING

THAT
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SEE
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ARE
CREATING

THAT

THIS IS THE
'DEMAND'

AND THIS IS
THE SUPPLY

What people want to consume, and how many people are creating that
type of content at that time, will alwayd fluctuate and change! Let's take
for example, when reels first came out:

WHAT
PEOPLE

WANT TO
SEE

HOW MANY
PEOPLE

ARE
CREATING

THAT

SHORT-FORM
VIDEOS

THE AMOUNT OF
PEOPLE CREATING

TOP QUALITY
SHORT REELS

As there were a lot of people wanting to consume this form of content,
but very few creators making it (as least to the standard the audience
wanted) that small pool of creators were getting shown to a large pool of
consumers - making their reach explode!
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As time went on, the number of people wanting to consume that content
stayed relatively the same, but the amount of people creating it, exploded
to a huge amount

At this point, there are more people creating the content format, than
people can really consume. Therefore, as competition for reach has
increased, it's far harder to get to the top, as there's smaller and smaller
portions of pie to be had!

Okay, now let's look at carousels, in the form of a timeline:

SPRING 2020 Carousels start becoming really popular, and
pick up steam, those jumping on the carousel
bandwagon at the start see massive growth!

SUMMER 2020 Carousels become really popular, and many
people are using them to grow! The demand is
huge and the supply is growing, but it's getting
more competitive



AUTUMN 2020 Reels come out, people who are quick to jump
on get a lot of reach - but still in it's infancy, no
one really knows what they're doing. Demand
hasn't grown for reels yet, demand for carousels
is still there

People start to understand what they want to
see in reels, creators also start understanding
what people want to see. Competition still
relatively small, and those who do it right, see
massive reach

SUMMER 2021

WINTER 2021 Reels become hyper popular, and now the
supply of reels has started to outgrow the
demand for reels - competiton is much harder,
and it's much harder to grow

2022, NOW Reels are now known as the 'top' way to grow.
Many people see reels as the 'only' way to
grow. Everyone and their nan are creating
several reels every day. Reels bow have the
highest competition they're ever seen, and top
creators have started putting youtube level
editing & equipment into their reels to get the
upper hand

MEANWHILE.....
The demand for carousels has most likely decreased, a bit - as people
become more used to the short-form video style. HOWVER - the supply
for carousels has gone down SIGNIFICANTLY as people start to focus more
and more on reels, making them the key content factor in their strategy.

The demand for carousels is still high, and has maybe decreased a bit, the
supply has drastically increased. Therefor, those who are supplying the
carousels, now have a MUCH better chance of being seen by those who
want to consume them. Let me illustrate this like I did with reels:
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Hopefully this illustrates my point correctly! Although the demand for
carousels has stayed relatively the same, whereas the demand for reels
has grown - the supply for reels l=now outweighs the demand, where
as the supply for carousels is now smaller than the demand - making is
easier to get mass reach! Check out the reach I achieved on two of my
most recent carousels!

The next time someone tells you 'carousels are dead, you need to share
reels' just show em these stats, explain supply/demand, give 'em a
wink,  and send them on their way! Check out the next page to see
exactly how to create the perfect carousel!



Carousels (multiple image posts), are the most engaged with content
on Instagram, outperforming single image posts, and even video,
according to research conducted by social insider. Carousels are
great for a number of reasons, and are the perfect way to create
engaging and valuable macro-content to arouse, inspire, and educate
your connected community. Here's a few more reasons why they should
be a part of your strategy in 2022:

Encourage people to spend more time on the app
Encourage multiple types of audience engagement
Have the capability to hold a lot of value in one post

Instagram as a platform loves carousels, because they:

They allow you to mix formats, increasing entertainment,
interactivity, and attention
They allow you to take your audience on a journey
You can use the final slides to provide a CTA - a very strong CTA
will increase engagement and conversion rates, and if done well,
will convert more casual viewers into followers

Use carousels in your strategy to:

Explain in-depth concepts and complicated processes in depth
Break down activities in 'how-to' posts
Provide your audience with actionable tasks
Nurture your Audience with highly valuable posts
Help your audience to ease pain points and achieve goals

Need help crafting your carousels? Here's our go-to strategy:

hook hook 2 result value cta
stop the
scroll and
grab
attention

deepen
curiosity

tell your
audience
the result
they'll
achieve

tell them
how to
achieve it

provide a
CTA to drive
engagement

https://www.socialinsider.io/blog/instagram-carousel-research/


Thank you so much for reading this guide - I really enjoyed
putting it together, and I really hope that it can help you to
continue to grow and THRIVE on Instagram in 2022 - and
hopefully inspired you to look a little more into the wonderful life
of carousels and what they can do for you!!

If you have any more questions about carousels after reading
this guide, please don't hesitate to reach out to me on Instagram
- @holler.academy - and I'll do my best to reply to all your
questions!

All my love lovelies,

Abi x

THANK YOU!
@HOLLER.ACADEMY


